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The idea for this book came from discussions at kitchen tables in the former Soviet Union. While conducting earlier research, I lived with families who regularly described the struggles they faced as a result of the demise of the Soviet welfare state and, in many countries, the smaller economic roles that their new, market-oriented governments played. No longer did their governments guarantee them employment, housing, higher education, and other necessities. While the families celebrated the political freedoms that the collapse of the Soviet Union brought, they lamented the loss of economic guarantees. After researching the political changes brought about by the collapse, I turned to an examination of how people were coping with the economic transformation. I am grateful to these dear friends and welcoming families for sharing their daily experiences with me.

I also extend my thanks to the 266 individuals who shared their experiences more formally through interviews and observational studies that I conducted, and to the 4,500 Central Asians who participated in mass surveys that a team and I completed.

The coleader of that survey team was Pauline Jones Luong. I am grateful that she too was concerned about the paucity of data about Central Asia and enthusiastic about conducting surveys to help rectify that. We both appreciate the assistance of the Kazakhstani research firm BRIF in administering the surveys.

Two additional colleagues were instrumental in this project. Henry Hale suggested corruption as a frame when he read a conference paper I wrote early on. As the title of the book indicates, this was a recommendation that stuck. I am indebted to Andrew Barnes for many suggestions about different parts of the project over time and for comments on an early version of the complete manuscript.

I also appreciate suggestions from those who read parts of the book or the papers that preceded it: Laura Adams, Catherine Boone, Allen Hicken, Kathryn Hochstetler, Michael Johnston, Pauline Jones Luong, Marcus Kurtz, Joel Migdal, Jessica Pisano, Susan Stokes, Daniel Treisman; and colleagues at Case Western Reserve University, Karen Beckwith, Justin Buchler, Brian Gran, Samantha Hill, Kathryn Lavelle, Pete Moore, Elliot Posner, and Joseph White. Justin Buchler provided helpful statistical advice repeatedly and enthusiastically as well. I appreciate the useful suggestions that two anonymous reviewers and the Cornell University Press faculty Board of Editors provided in the final stages.
I also received valuable feedback when I presented my research at numerous institutions, including Cornell University; the Havighurst Center at Miami University; Harvard University; Indiana University; the Kennan Institute; the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs; Ohio State University; University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; University of Wisconsin, Madison; Yale University; and conferences of the American Political Science Association; the Association for Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies; and the Central Eurasian Studies Society.

Providing feedback, in addition to assisting with research and editing, were a talented set of Case undergraduates: Philip Kehres, Alexandra Klyachkina, Bhavani Raveendran, Sarah Tremont, Andrew Wolf, and—two students who provided many hours of assistance these past few years—Brandon Mordue and Andrew Slivka.

This book would not have been possible without the generous support of the International Research & Exchanges Board, the National Council for Eurasian and East European Research (NCEEER), the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Social Science Research Council, and Case Western Reserve University. NCEEER's support was particularly essential as it provided significant funding to complete the mass surveys. None of these organizations is responsible for the views expressed here. I also thank SAGE Publications for permission to reproduce information from my article “Market Reform as a Stimulus to Particularistic Politics,” Comparative Political Studies 42, no. 7 (2009): 971–94.

This book would also not have been possible without the support of Cornell University Press Executive Editor Roger Haydon. I am grateful for the interest he took in the manuscript and the time he devoted to reading it carefully and making numerous helpful suggestions.

The support of my family was also invaluable. My husband’s parents, Theodore and Penelope York, have consistently expressed an interest in my research and have always been understanding when I have disappeared from family gatherings to squeeze in some extra work. For a decade, my parents, Ellen and John McMann, have made a monthly trek to Cleveland to play with their grandchildren and thus provide me with additional time to work. And those grandchildren, my daughter Marie and my son Henry, helpfully broadened my perspective. Their own growing interests in foreign countries and politics have been powerful reminders that my work can resonate with nonscholars. My greatest debt of gratitude is to my husband, Gregory York, who has provided me with space to work, insights during challenging times, and accolades during moments of success. I dedicate this book to him.
Note on Transliteration

I transliterated Kazakh, Kyrgyz, and Uzbek names and words from their Russified forms using the Library of Congress system of Russian transliteration. I also relied on the Library of Congress system for transliterating Russian names and words. For all of the languages I used a more common spelling, if one existed, for well-known names and words (for example, oblast instead of oblast’).